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FIDIC’s newly established certification body FIDIC Credentialing Limited signs major 

agreement with the Dispute Resolution Board Foundation to launch its adjudicators’ 

programme  

FIDIC’s newly established certification body, FIDIC Credentialing Limited (FCL), has signed a major 
agreement with the Dispute Resolution Board Foundation (DRBF) that will see the launch of FCL’s 
adjudicators’ programme to increase the number of skilled and experienced dispute adjudicators who 
provide dispute resolution and/or avoidance services under FIDIC Contracts.  

Under the terms of the memorandum of agreement, the DRBF will: - 

1. Nominate dispute board experts to sit on the new FIDIC Credentialling Limited writing and 
examination committees for new adjudicator assessments programme. 

2. Provide a continuing professional development training programme for the approved adjudicators 
on the FIDIC President’s List. 

FIDIC chief executive Dr Nelson Ogunshakin said: “I am delighted to be working with the DRBF. 
Dispute boards play a prominent role in the successful delivery of projects, achieving avoidance of 
numerous disputes. The enhanced role of dispute boards under the FIDIC 2017 editions will require 
significantly more skilled and experienced dispute board practitioners to act on projects worldwide. To 
meet this objective, it is our goal to launch a new assessments programme for adjudicators.  

“We look forward to working in partnership with the DRBF for them to deliver an assessment 
programme for adjudicators under our credentialling body, FCL Limited.” 

Commenting on the new agreement, DRBF president Andrew Griffiths said: “I am pleased that the 
DRBF and FIDIC have entered into a memorandum of agreement whereby FIDIC’s new credentialling 
body FCL has engaged DRBF to prepare the necessary materials and to deliver the FCL’s 
assessment of potential candidates for their ability to act as dispute board members over the next two 
to three years.  

“We anticipate this will create many more opportunities for a much broader dispute board constituency 
and we very much look forward to working with FIDIC over the months and years to come.” 

ENDS   

For further information and/or interview requests please call Andy Walker, FIDIC 
Communications Consultant, on 00 44 7791 997602 or email awalker@fidic.org  

About FIDIC 
FIDIC, the International Federation of Consulting Engineers, is the global representative body for national 
associations of consulting engineers and represents over one million engineering professionals and 40,000 firms in 
more than 100 countries worldwide. The buildings and infrastructure sector in which FIDIC members work 
contributes around US$36trillion to global GDP.  

FIDIC has ongoing agreements with the following multilateral development banks to use the FIDIC suite of Contracts 
(2017 and 1997 editions) – Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, African Development Bank, Islamic Development 
Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank and the 
Caribbean Development Bank. 
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About FCL 
FIDIC Credentialing Ltd (FCL) was established in Geneva, Switzerland by FIDIC as an independent body to offer 
certification and professional development services to various professionals and infrastructure industry experts 
wishing to broaden their scope of knowledge and expertise. 

About the Dispute Resolution Board Foundation (DRBF) 
The Dispute Resolution Board Foundation (DRBF) is a non-profit organisation dedicated to promoting the avoidance 
and resolution of disputes worldwide using the unique and proven Dispute Board method. The DRBF provides 
assistance with the worldwide application of the Dispute Board method by providing training, advice and 
suggestions tailored for the conditions and practices existing in project areas. See www.drb.org  

http://www.drb.org/

